
London Transport Museum unveils restored
B-type ‘battle’ bus
15/06/2014

London Transport Museum has unveiled a restored double deck open top B-type bus as part of its
commemorations of the First World War. The B-type bus No. B2737, appeared in public for the first
time in Covent Garden on 12 June 2014 - resplendent in its red and cream livery, and featuring
advertisements from the pre-war era - including Camp coffee, Veno’s cough medicine and Wright’s
coal tar soap.

The public will have only a limited number of opportunities to admire the restored bus before its
transformation into a war time ‘Battle Bus’ in September, after which it will embark on a tour to the
battlefields of France and Belgium to commemorate the sacrifices made by so many, including bus
drivers, mechanics and transport workers during the First World War. More than 1000 London
buses saw service on the Western Front.

One of only four surviving B-type London buses, bus No. B2737 was built at the AEC Works in
Walthamstow in 1914 and served on route 9 out of Mortlake Garage in south west London
operating between Barnes and Liverpool Street. Single ordinary tickets cost 3½d.

The bus has cost around £250,000 to restore and was made possible with a grant of just over
£750,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), and further funding from the London Transport
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Museum Friends and public donations. Features include original and reproduced enamel
advertisements and passenger information from the period including signs featuring instructions
and warnings such as ‘No spitting’ and ‘Beware of pickpockets, male and female’. The remainder of
the HLF grant covers a range of activities including an apprenticeship programme and collections
support. It is also funding a programme of learning and participation which will ensure that
communities across London will have the chance to see and learn about B2737, B-type buses and
their role in the First World War through community exhibitions and a touring programme.

The lower deck saloon is decorated with wooden fretwork panels displaying a motif and is equipped
with electric lighting which was first introduced on buses in 1912. The original cushioned moquette
fabric seat covering design has been recreated thanks to a fragment of material that was
discovered during the restoration process. It was woven by Holdsworth & Co, the same Yorkshire
company that produced the original B-type moquette. The open top deck seats are fitted with wet-
weather canvas lap covers and a sign warning passengers ‘… not to stand up while the omnibus is
passing under railway bridges’.

The restoration project was led by London Transport Museum curator, Tim Shields working with
independent restorer Richard Peskett. The team sourced and utilised a variety of original but
decayed parts, including B-type bodies, chassis, gearboxes and an engine, in order to produce a
moving memorial to the London bus drivers of 100 years ago. The restoration is part of a wider five
year programme of activities with volunteers and apprentices across the entire centenaries of the
war until 2018 and made possible thanks to support of the HLF and London Transport Museum
Friends.

Visitors to London Transport Museum are able to find out more about the role of B-type buses at
home and abroad at a special exhibition to commemorate the First World War. Goodbye Piccadilly
– from Home Front to Western Front commemorates the contribution of London’s motor buses and
their drivers and mechanics to the First World War and the upheaval for Londoners on what
became for the first time the ‘Home Front’.

Sam Mullins, Director of London Transport Museum said: "The B-type bus is an important tribute to
the civilian contribution made to the war effort during the First World War, at home and overseas.
The project is a memorial not only to the bus drivers and their mechanics who worked on the Front
Line, but also to those who stayed behind to provide a public transport service to millions of
Londoners often in extremely in dangerous conditions as London came under attack from aerial
bombardment for the first time."

Blondel Cluff, Chair of the London Committee of the Heritage Lottery Fund, said: “This legendary
vehicle quite literally links the Home Front with the Western Front.  Later this summer it will embark
on a journey through time from London to Flanders fields as a superbly restored testament to the
courage of London bus crews – civilians pressed into service along with their vehicles – who gave
unstinting support to the war effort a century ago.”

About the B-type buses
Introduced into service in 1910 by the London General Omnibus Company (LGOC) the B-type was
the world’s first reliable mass-produced motor bus. With interchangeable parts and light enough to
meet the 3.5-ton limit introduced in March 1910, the buses were designed to cope with the
challenges of London roads and traffic and the demands of a growing population, unlike its
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predecessors which were subject to frequent breakdowns.

The new buses could reach a speed of 16mph and seated 34 passengers. With its top deck open
to the elements and solid rubber tyres providing a bumpy ride, travelling on the B-type was not a
comfortable experience for passengers or indeed the drivers who were also exposed to the
extremities of the weather.

By 1914 nearly 2,500 B-types were in service on 112 bus routes covering a total of approximately
1,106 miles – nearly four times the distance covered three years earlier when B-type buses first
appeared on London’s roads. The new technology led to bus routes being extended out to the
developing suburbs of London and into London’s country, running as far afield as Windsor, St
Albans and Maidenhead, which enabled Londoners to enjoy day trips to the countryside at a time
when very few people owned a car.

First World War service
B-type buses were commandeered into military service at the beginning of the war in 1914, along
with their civilian drivers and mechanics. With their windows boarded up and painted khaki to
disguise their bright red livery, over 1,000 London buses were deployed for use on the Front Line.
They were used to transport troops, and also served as ambulances and even mobile pigeon lofts
enabling messages to be sent from the Front Line back to headquarters.

In September 2014 B-type No. B2737 will be transformed into wartime ‘Battle Bus’ livery and will
visit key sites including Ypres, Arras and Passchendaele to pay respects to the sacrifices made by
so many during the First World War.

Notes to editors

For additional background information about B-type buses and B-type bus No. B2737 please visit
the London Transport Museum blog.

The public can see the restored B-type No. B2737 before its transformation into a war time ‘Battle
Bus’ at the following events:

21 June – Stockwell Bus Garage Open Day
22 June – Year of the Bus cavalcade, Regent Street
28 June – Fulwell Bus Garage Open Day
12/13 July – Routemaster 60, Finsbury Park
15 July – Walthamstow Bus Station
16 July – The Worshipful Company of Carmen Cart Marking Ceremony

About London Transport Museum

London Transport Museum is situated in the heart of Covent Garden and filled with stunning
exhibits; the museum explores the powerful link between transport and the growth of modern
London, culture and society since 1800. Historic vehicles, world-famous posters and the very
best objects from the museum’s extraordinary collection are brought together to tell the story
of London’s development and the part transport played in defining the unique identity of the
city.
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The museum is an educational and heritage preservation charity. Its purpose is to conserve
and explain the history of London’s transport, to offer people an understanding of the capital’s
past development and to engage them in the debate about its future. The museum’s charity
number is 1123122.
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